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Abstract: Extensive research is conducted on enhancing the blast mitigation performance of the
sandwich panels by examining different design parameters, and core geometries. Nevertheless, there
is no direct comparison between those alternatives to evaluate their contribution to maximizing
energy absorption. In this research, three core designs honeycomb, mushroom, and tubular were
compared to determine the influence of core shape on the panel’s impact resistance against blast load.
In addition to varying core shapes, the effect of plate thickness and the spacing between the core
shapes are also examined. Finite element analysis was used to evaluate the performance of these
designs. Twenty-seven numerical experiments were performed and then analyzed using regression
analysis. Results reveal that the tubular sandwich panel exhibited minimum deformation, and least
damage and contributed to the highest kinetic energy dissipation. On the other hand, honeycomb
core structures recorded the highest internal energy dissipation, largest deformation, and damage.
Despite those differences, core shape and core spacing were not as influential in resisting blast load
compared to plate thickness. Facade plate thickness was the most significant factor. Results suggest
that more research needs to be targeted toward enhancing façade plate stiffness for better mitigation
of blast load.
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1. Introduction

Sandwich panels are used in various applications including structural, transportation,
aerospace, and marine [1,2]. Due to their capability to dissipate impact energy by plastic
deformation of the core structure and the faceplates, sandwich panels can be used as sac-
rificial cladding against impact or blast load [3]. However, they are highly vulnerable to
damage [4–6], which reduces the sandwich panel’s load-carrying ability, compromising
the intended functionality of the sandwich structure, and shortening its service life [7–9].
Researchers investigated the enhancement of sandwich panel properties under impact load
by varying the sandwich panel design and materials. Chi et al. [2] and Alberdi et al. [3]
explored the effect of varying the core and the plate thicknesses [2] and [3]. Chi et al. [2]
experimentally investigated the effect of changing the dimensions of the sandwich panel,
by varying the plate and core thickness, on the blast loading resistance of a honeycomb
sandwich panel. They performed 41 experiments on specimens with different core heights
(i.e., 29 and 150 mm) and plate thicknesses (i.e., 1 and 1.6 mm). All specimens were sand-
wich panels with a core consisting of a circular core with a 106 mm diameter and an outer
hexagonal shape. The honeycomb core was made of AA3003 aluminum alloy with different
wall thicknesses of 0.07, 0.08, and 0.11 mm. The blast load was generated using a 34 mm
cylindrical disc of PE4 placed at the opening end of the blast tube. Chi et al. [2] concluded
that the core provided support to the front plate and adjusted the rate of stress impacting
the backplate. Increasing core thickness resulted in densifying the core upon impact result-
ing in lower core crushing ratios. In addition, plates with small thicknesses impacted with
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lower impulses resulted in higher loads transferred to the backplates causing them to tear.
Others like Gu et al. [10], Sun et al. [11], and Huo et al. [12] researched the effect of varying
the material like carbon fiber, steel, and aluminum alloy. Gu et al. [10] numerically and
experimentally investigated the structural response of the carbon fiber sandwich panels
under blast load. The sandwich panels consisted of a core of Rohacell 71 IG polyurethane
rigid foam sandwiched between two six-ply unidirectional carbon fiber prepreg tape face
sheets. The blast source was generated from rupturing different stacks of 0.025 mm thick
Mylar membrane plies. Experimental results revealed that the reflected maximum impulse
was higher than the incident impulse. Higher levels of blast intensity resulted in increasing
the incident peak overpressure and maximum pulse, increasing the face-sheet deformation,
and decreasing the oscillation frequency. In addition, Gu et al. [10] concluded from the
numerical models’ responses that a high deflection effect on the back face-sheet occurred
due to high peak overpressure. Additionally, the deformation profiles showed sinusoidal
damping behaviors where the front face-sheets behavior opposed the back face-sheets
behavior. In addition, the sandwich panels showed better blast performance with thicker
face sheets and core structure. Sun et al. [11] and Huo et al. [12] investigated the blast
mitigation performance of sandwich panels with different face sheet materials. The ma-
terials used varied between aluminum alloy, steel, glass fiber-reinforced plastic (GFRP),
and carbon fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP). The results revealed that aluminum provided
a good blast resistance, especially when used as a front face sheet, compared to steel, carbon
fiber reinforced plastic, and glass fiber reinforced plastic. Sun et al. [11] concluded that the
sandwich panel with an aluminum front face sheet and steel back sheet showed better blast
resistance compared to a sandwich panel with a steel front face sheet and aluminum back
sheet. In comparison, Huo et al. [12] indicated that sandwich panels with aluminum face
sheets showed a good energy absorption capability. In addition to investigating the effect
of different face sheet materials, Sun et al. [11] examined the effect of aluminum foam core
with uniform density and four graded densities and concluded that increasing the core
gradients enhances the blast resistance of the sandwich panel.

The effect of varying the core structure was also investigated. Cheng et al. [13]
and Yuen et al. [14] examined different sandwich panels’ core structures by investigat-
ing the blast mitigation performance of cladding sandwich panels with tubular cores.
Yuen et al. [14] performed different sets of experiments by varying the charge mass, the
number of tubes, the spacing between tubes, and the core fillers. While Cheng et al. [13]
performed different numerical blast experiments using ANSYS AutoDYN 15.0 software to
study the effect of the number of the core tubes, spacing gaps between the tubes, and the
material of the tubular core on changing the front plate displacement relative to the back
plate. The numerical model was used to investigate the energy absorption capability of
the sandwich panel by changing the tubular core’s wall thickness. Cheng et al. [13] and
Yuen et al. [14] concluded that the blast load transfer from the top plate to the backplate was
reduced by the plastic deformation of the tubular core. The interaction among the tubular
cores was negatively correlated to the deflection of the top plate. Likewise, Chen et al. [15]
experimentally and numerically investigated the blast mitigation performance of sacrifi-
cial cladding with square honeycomb and square dome-shape kirigami (SDK) fold core
sandwich structure and cladding with aluminum foam core. The laboratory experiments
were performed on unfixed four cells of SDK using a quasi-static compression test with
a loading rate of 1 mm/min. The SDK structure was made of a 0.26 mm thick aluminum
sheet and had a dimension of 80 × 80 × 20 mm for the length of the top edge, length of the
bottom edge, and height of the core, respectively. The blast loads were simulated using
1, 2, 4, and 6 kg of TNT placed at a standoff distance of 1500 mm from the center of the
top plate of the claddings. Chen et al. [15] concluded that under the same blast load, the
SDK fold core showed lower initial peak crushing stress and higher crushing resistance
compared to the square honeycomb. The SDK fold core had a collapsing resistance similar
to the aluminum foam core but a higher average crushing force.
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The effect of varying sandwich panel plate thickness as well as novel sandwich
panel core designs was also studied. Alberdi et al. [3] numerically studied and compared
the performance of sandwich panels with different core shapes, including hexagonal
honeycomb, square honeycomb, triangular honeycomb, diamond folded, triangular folded,
Y-Frame folded, and three orthotropic core shapes, against blast loading. Alberdi et al. [3]
concluded that diamond-folded core shapes outperformed in mitigating the blast impact
with a blast load source of 0.5 kg of TNT. However, with a blast load of 4 kg of TNT,
the hexagonal and the square honeycomb outperformed the folded core shapes in blast
mitigation performance. In addition, the orthogonal folded core shapes resulted in the
least backplate deflection, which was the best in mitigating blast loads, including large
blast loads. Similarly, Adaba and Ibrahim [16] explored a novel and a new sandwich
panel core shape, namely ribbon core sandwich panels (RCSPs). They investigated the
effect of plate thickness on plate deformations and energy dissipation and the effect of
the core thickness on the blast mitigation performance. Two sandwich panel core designs
were proposed based on the existing designs of trapezoidal and triangular corrugated
sandwich panels. The core consisted of two perpendicular folded strips shaping a ribbon
pattern. The two examined RCSPs were trapezoidal corrugated ribbon core and triangular
corrugated ribbon core sandwich panels. The new proposed designs were numerically
experimented against blast load using the hydro-code program (AUTODYN) and the finite
element assembly software (ANSYS), and the 55 g of TNT explosive were modeled at
different standoff distances of 50, 100, and 150 mm. Adaba and Ibrahim [16] concluded that
RCSPs showed better blast mitigation performance compared to ordinary corrugated core
sandwich panels. The numerical results showed that increasing the front plate thickness
caused an increase in the plate stiffness, resulting in a decrease in the backplate deformation.
While the increase in the backplate thickness led to a decrease in the backplate deflection.
In addition, the energy dissipation was increased with the decrease in the thickness of the
front plate; however, the thin front plate encountered tearing damage with a large blast
loading impact. In addition, the increase in the core thickness reduced the blast mitigation
performance of the sandwich panel.

Despite the literature showing an abundance of research investigating different meth-
ods and mechanisms to enhance the blast mitigation performance of sandwich panels
by studying the effect of the structure thickness or design, there is relatively little work
comparing and defining the significance of those structural designs and core shape changes.
The work done due to the external forces from the blast load is converted into kinetic
energy, recoverable elastic strain energy, and inelastic dissipated energy (plastic/damage).
Inelastic deformation of the core structure plays a major role in absorbing impact energy,
decreasing the impact forces and their duration. In this research, the influence of varying
the core structure will be examined and compared using numerical models to determine the
role each factor plays in terms of energy dissipation. The numerical models are developed
using Abaqus/CAE 2021 Finite elements analysis (FEA) software. The numerical model
was validated by comparing façade plate deformation to experimental results obtained
from Kumar and Patel [17].

2. Methodology

Numerical methods are used to study the behavior of the sandwich panels with
different design attributes under impact load. To properly plan the experiments to be
conducted a 3-level full factorial design is used. The results are then studied and analyzed
using regression analysis. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the problem analyzed. The
sandwich panel under study consists of two 650 × 650 mm faceplates and a core structure
in between. Both the faceplates and core are assumed to be made of the same material
which is AISI 4340 low-carbon steel. The panel is subjected to an air blast load created from
3 kg of TNT explosives placed at a standoff distance of 100 mm from the center of the top
plate, as illustrated in Figure 1. The core thickness was kept fixed at 50 mm. Three design
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variables are examined, i.e., plate thicknesses, core shapes, and spacing between the center
of the core shapes.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of blast loading and boundary conditions.

The three different core structures examined are illustrated in Figure 2. The core
structure shapes are selected to compare some of the most impact-resilient structures
adapted in the literature. The tubular shape is selected to examine a similar sandwich panel
to that of Cheng et al. [13], where they concluded that the plastic deformation of the tubular
core shapes performed as an effective blast mitigator. In addition, the mushroom shape
was selected based on in situ experiments conducted by Bornstein et al. [18], where the
authors concluded that the mushroom-shaped water container was the best novel shape for
mitigating the blast load. While the honeycomb core was selected as it is the most common
sandwich panel core, which is widely available and easily manufactured from corrugated
shapes.
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2.1. Design of Experiments (DOE)

Experimental design is used to plan the experiments that need to be conducted to study
the effect of the three design factors on the blast mitigation performance of the sandwich
structure. A full factorial design of 3 levels with 27 runs (33) is planned, as illustrated in
Table 1. Three levels of each factor were considered to capture any non-linearity in the
response and the interaction between the variables. The plate thickness is varied between
5 and 10 mm, and the spacing between core shape centers is varied between 75 and 150
for each of the three cores shapes, i.e., honeycomb, mushroom, and tubular. Twenty-seven
numerical experiments are performed by varying the panel geometry and cores shape
based on the planned DOE. The structural mass was calculated for each assembly. As can be
observed, the major factor affecting the structural mass is the plate thickness. The variation
in the mass due to core–core distance is minimal with maximum difference of 2.53 g for
a specific plate thickness. Similarly, the variation in mass due to the core structure was also
minimal with a maximum difference of 2.25 g for a specific plate thickness. Four responses
will be examined to compare the different structures, i.e., maximum vertical displacement
of the composite panel u3, work done due to external forces, elastic strain energy, and the
kinetic energy over composite panel volume given by Equations (1)–(3), respectively [19].
Response values are computed at the time instance when the work of external forces is
stable, and the kinetic energy is at its maximum amplitude.

.
EW =

∫
S

v.tldS +
∫

V
f .vdV (1)

ES =
∫ t

0

(∫
V
(1 − d)σu :

.
ε

eldV
)

dτ (2)

EK =
∫

v

1
2

ρv.vdV (3)

where
.
EW is the rate of external work done, f is the body force vector, ES is the elastic

strain energy, d is the continuum damage parameter, EK is the kinetic energy, σu is the
undamaged stress, v is the velocity field vector,

.
ε

el is the elastic strain rates, tl is the surface
distributed load, and ρ is the current mass density.

2.2. Numerical Experiments

The sandwich panels are modeled using Abaqus/CAE with a square panel dimension
of 650 × 650 mm, a fixed core height of 50 mm, and a core–shell thickness of 0.76 mm. Both
the top and bottom plates of the sandwich panels, shown in Figure 3a, are modeled as solid
plates and meshed with 65 × 65 × 5 C3D8R solid elements resulting in a total number of
elements of 21,125 for each plate. Quadrilateral S4R and triangular S3 elements were used
for the tubular core shapes, as shown in Figure 3b, and for the honeycomb core structure,
as illustrated in Figure 3c, with an approximate global size of 0.0017. The mushroom core
shapes were meshed using the same element types as shown in Figure 3d, but with an
approximate global size equal to 0.003. Depending on the core-to-core distances, the total
number of elements ranged between 80,531 to 131,928, 65,930 to 108,122, and 19,650 to
33,360 for the honeycomb, mushroom, and tubular core shapes, respectively.

Although a fine mesh size was selected, in order to ensure the convergence of the
results, the number of elements were varied by multiplier and the results were plotted to
examine the effect. As seen from Figure 4 for a tubular core structure, the results converge
at the selected number of elements with an error of less than 2.5% upon increasing the
number of elements by 25% more than the current one. This was repeated for each type of
core structure and a similar result was obtained.
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Table 1. Design of experiment (DOE) and numerical model responses.

Run # Plate
Thickness

Core–Core
Distance

Core
Shape

Structure
Mass

U3 Displace-
ment

Kinetic
Energy

Elastic Strain
Energy

Plastic Dissipated
Energy

External
Work

1 5 75 Honeycomb 37.87 0.1723 3.69 × 105 17,525 5.12 × 105 9.98 × 105

2 5 112.5 Honeycomb 36.38 0.1815 3.80 × 105 17,535 5.00 × 105 1.03 × 106

3 5 150 Honeycomb 36.01 0.1906 3.84 × 105 17,950 5.04 × 105 1.05 × 106

4 7.5 75 Honeycomb 54.41 0.1299 2.86 × 105 19,728 4.00 × 105 7.54 × 105

5 7.5 112.5 Honeycomb 52.92 0.1303 3.03 × 105 23,198 4.10 × 105 7.85 × 105

6 7.5 150 Honeycomb 52.55 0.1339 3.07 × 105 19,600 3.97 × 105 8.00 × 105

7 10 75 Honeycomb 70.95 0.09866 2.26 × 105 20,416 3.10 × 105 5.82 × 105

8 10 112.5 Honeycomb 69.46 0.1016 2.41 × 105 20,969 3.23 × 105 6.11 × 105

9 10 150 Honeycomb 69.09 0.1045 2.50 × 105 20,244 3.24 × 105 6.28 × 105

10 5 75 Mushroom 38.54 0.1646 3.65 × 105 15,784 4.66 × 105 9.99 × 105

11 5 112.5 Mushroom 36.91 0.171 3.75 × 105 16,260 4.57 × 105 1.03 × 106

12 5 150 Mushroom 36.42 0.1744 3.81 × 105 16,400 4.66 × 105 1.04 × 106

13 7.5 75 Mushroom 55.08 0.1206 2.89 × 105 18,475 3.78 × 105 7.67 × 105

14 7.5 112.5 Mushroom 53.45 0.1201 3.03 × 105 18,655 3.75 × 105 7.90 × 105

15 7.5 150 Mushroom 52.96 0.1269 3.09 × 105 19,011 3.76 × 105 8.02 × 105

16 10 75 Mushroom 71.62 0.09477 2.38 × 105 19,787 3.09 × 105 6.09 × 105

17 10 112.5 Mushroom 69.99 0.0935 2.52 × 105 19,886 3.08 × 105 6.26 × 105

18 10 150 Mushroom 69.5 0.0967 2.58 × 105 19,601 3.10 × 105 6.36 × 105

19 5 75 Tubular 38.52 0.1593 3.71 × 105 15,433 4.37 × 105 9.98 × 105

20 5 112.5 Tubular 36.82 0.1637 3.82 × 105 16,108 4.44 × 105 1.03 × 106

21 5 150 Tubular 36.27 0.1723 3.89 × 105 15,342 4.48 × 105 1.03 × 106

22 7.5 75 Tubular 55.06 0.1057 2.98 × 105 17,554 3.52 × 105 7.60 × 105

23 7.5 112.5 Tubular 53.36 0.1039 3.11 × 105 17,539 3.59 × 105 7.85 × 105

24 7.5 150 Tubular 52.81 0.099 3.16 × 105 18,169 3.63 × 105 7.89 × 105

25 10 75 Tubular 71.6 0.08922 2.47 × 105 18,748 2.90 × 105 6.09 × 105

26 10 112.5 Tubular 69.9 0.08919 2.58 × 105 19,128 2.94 × 105 6.25 × 105

27 10 150 Tubular 69.35 0.0885 2.64 × 105 19,340 2.99 × 105 6.30 × 105
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The sandwich panel plate and core are modeled to be of the same material, low alloy
steel AISI-4340. The material properties of AISI-4340 used are listed in Table 2 and obtained
from Guo and Yen [20], and Arriaga and Waisman [21]. To model the material plasticity
and damage evolution behavior in the composite panel Johnson-Cook model exhibited in
Equations (4) and (5) [22,23] were used. The Johnson–Cook damage is a widely used ductile
damage criterion model as it considers both the kinematic strengthening and adiabatic
heating of the material, the model predicts the onset of damage by assuming the function
of stress triaxiality and strain rate to be equivalent to plastic strain [24,25].

σ = (A + Bεn)
(

1 + Cln
.
ε
∗)

(1 − Tm) (4)

where σ is the yield stress, A is the yield stress of the material under reference condition,
B is the strain hardening constant, C is the strengthening coefficient of strain rate, n is the
strain hardening coefficient, m is the thermal softening coefficient, ε is the reference strain,
and

.
ε
∗ is the dimensionless strain rate.

ε
pl
D = [d1 + d2exp(−d3η)]

1 + d4ln

 .
ε

pl

.
ε0

(1 + d5θ̂
)

(5)

where d1 to d5 are failure parameters.

Table 2. Material properties of AISI-4340 [].

A (MPa) 792 n 0.26 d3 2.12 Density (Kg/m3) 7830
B (MPa) 510

.
ε0 1 d4 0.002 Young’s modulus (GPa) 208

C 0.014 d1 0.05 d5 0.61 Poisson ratio 0.3
m 1.03 d2 3.44 Tmelt (◦C) 1520 Critical fracture energy (kJ/m2) 12.5
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The detonation of TNT explosives is modeled as an air blast load. The detonation
of the TNT explosive creates a rapid expansion in the surrounding gaseous resulting in
compressing and moving the air away with high velocity, which creates a shock wave [26].
The shock wave rapidly increases the pressure from atmospheric pressure Patm to a max-
imum pressure Pmax, which decreases exponentially to reach negative pressure before it
stabilizes [17,26]. The source load is assumed to be 3 kg of TNT placed at a standoff distance
of 100 mm from the center of the top plate of the sandwich panel. Blast load is simulated
with a time period of 1.5 msec in Abaqus/CAE as a CONWEB charge with Incident Wave
Interaction Property as in [17,26,27]. A similar pressure loading modeling to Kumar and
Patel [17] is used, and the profile is shown in Figure 5 which is illustrated by the modified
Friedlander Equation (6).

P(t) = (Pmax − Patm)

[
1 − t − ta

td

]
e

t−ta
θ (6)

where Pt is the pressure at (t) time, Pmax is the maximum pressure, Patm is the atmospheric
pressure, θ is the time decay, ta is the maximum shock wave time, and td is the positive
pressure time.
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In addition to the applied load, top and bottom plates are fixed from all four sides, as
illustrated in Figure 6a, by setting nodal points’ displacements and rotations to be equal to
zero. To ensure that the core structure and the sandwich panel plates are welded together,
they are modeled to have tie constraints, as shown in Figure 6b.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Validation of the Model

The numerical model was validated by comparing it with the results obtained from
Kumar and Patel [17]. The numerical responses used for the validation were for the
numerical model of 3 kg of TNT cylindrical explosives impacting a square honeycomb
sandwich panel at a standoff distance of 100 mm from the center of the top plate. Figure 7
shows that the behavior of the developed numerical model is similar to the numerical
model and the field experiment discussed by [17]. Moreover, the deformation shape
of this research model shown in Figure 8 was compared with the model of Kumar and
Patel [17] numerical results, which showed a similar deformation behavior at the center of
the sandwich panel with an accuracy of around 93% for the bottom plate displacement and
around 94% for the top plate displacement and an error of 13% and 17% when compared to
experimental results. The difference between numerical and experimental results can be
attributed to the clamping of the plate. In the numerical analysis, the plate was fixed from
all sides and did not displace. As seen from the displacement profile of the experimental
results for the bottom plate in Figure 7b, the whole plate was displaced vertically up from
the sides. The model showed higher accuracy throughout the body of the sandwich panel,
especially between 0.075 mm and 0.25 mm from the center of the sandwich panel.
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3.2. Effect of Design Variables
3.2.1. Core Structure

Three sandwich panels with similar plate thickness and core-to-core spacing distance
values of 5 mm and 112.5 mm, respectively, were analyzed to investigate the effect of the
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core structure shape (i.e., honeycomb, mushroom, and tubular) on the blast mitigation
performance of the sandwich panel. As shown in Figure 9, the top and bottom plate tearing
occurred to the honeycomb and mushroom sandwich panels, while the tubular sandwich
panel experienced a minor fracture on its top and bottom plates revealing that the tubular
core sandwich panels exhibited better stiffness and higher impact resistance.
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Figure 9. Deformation profile for sandwich panel with a façade plate thickness of 5 mm, core–core
spacing of 112.5 mm, and (a) honeycomb (b) mushroom (c) tubular core shape.

The honeycomb sandwich panel exhibited the highest elastic strain energy compared
to mushroom and tubular cores as illustrated in Figure 10. The honeycomb sandwich
panel with a plate thickness of 7.5 mm and core-to-core spacing distance of 112.5 had the
highest strain energy value of 23,198.1 J. The strain energy decreased by around 20% for
the mushroom sandwich panel with similar dimensions, and it decreased by about 24%
for the tubular sandwich panel. The variation due to the core–core distance spacing will
be explained in more detail in Section 3.2.3, as there is an interaction between the spacing
and where the core is located with respect to the applied load. A larger spacing does not
necessarily mean less stiffness as seen in Figure 11. If the spacing results in the core structure
being located toward the center, where the load is applied, this will provide more support.
In the case of 112.5 mm of core–core spacing distance, the center of the applied load does
not coincide with the location of a core, resulting in a higher value of elastic strain energy.
Moreover, the lowest strain energy value was 15,342 J for a tubular sandwich panel with
5 mm plate thickness and 150 mm spacing gaps between the core shapes. The strain energy
value was increased by around 17% with honeycomb core shapes and 7% with mushroom
core shapes. The tubular sandwich panel structure is stiffer than the mushroom and the
honeycomb sandwich panels, which causes the strain energy of the tubular sandwich
panel to be lower than the mushroom and the honeycomb sandwich panels. As seen in
Figure 9, the tubular core exhibited the lowest deformation revealing that it is stiffer and
more rigid than the rest of the core structures. Cheng et al. [13] concluded that the rigid
core structure would not work as an energy absorber. As illustrated in Figure 12, the work
done by external force applied on the sandwich panel is mainly reduced as the façade plate
thickness increases. As seen the effect of the core shape has a minimal effect compared to
that of the plate thickness.
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Figure 12. Work of external forces categorized by core shape, plate thickness, and core–core spacing.

The displacement of the sandwich panel results showed that the largest displacement
value was 190.6 mm recorded for the honeycomb sandwich panel with a plate thickness of
5 mm and core-to-core spacing distance of 150 mm. It is observed as seen in Figure 13 that
façade plate thickness is the most significant factor in terms of resisting plastic deformation
followed by core shapes but on a much lower scale. The core shape of the sandwich
panel affected the maximum displacement values recorded as the tubular sandwich panels
recorded the lowest displacement values, followed by mushroom sandwich panels and
then the honeycomb sandwich panels. For the tubular core, more energy is dissipated as
kinetic energy through inelastic dissipation as seen in Figure 14. The deformation and
crushing of the core structure are exhibited in Figure 15 similar crushing behavior can be
seen for the different core structures.
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3.2.2. Plate Thickness

Figure 16 shows two honeycomb sandwich panels with a plate thickness of 5 and
10 mm, and a core-to-core spacing distance of 112.5 mm. The results revealed that the
sandwich panel with a plate thickness of 5 mm encountered a large tearing opening in both
the top and bottom plates, a maximum sandwich panel displacement value of 181.5 mm,
and a maximum bottom plate displacement value of 148.2 mm. In comparison to the
sandwich panel with a 5 mm plate thickness, the sandwich panel with a plate thickness
of 10 mm had a maximum sandwich panel displacement value of 101.6 mm, which is
around 44% reduction, and no tearing fracture to its plates. Moreover, the bottom plate
displacement was reduced by 58% to record a value of 62.5 mm. The results confirmed that
lower structure stiffness is achieved with thin sandwich panel plates yielding ductile failure
and tearing of the plate when the structure is impacted by ballistic loading. In addition,
the statistical analysis revealed that there is a very strong negative correlation between the
plate thickness and the sandwich panel displacement with a Pearson correlation coefficient
of −0.938 and a very strong negative correlation with a Pearson correlation coefficient
of −0.962 between the plate thickness and the bottom plate displacement, as shown in
Figures 17 and 18, respectively.
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Furthermore, the correlation test showed a very weak correlation with a Pearson
correlation coefficient of −0.110 between the plate thickness and the elastic strain energy.
However, it was observed from Figure 11 that the elastic strain energy in most cases de-
creased with the decrease in the plate thickness. Moreover, the statistical results showed
that there is a strong negative correlation with a Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.905
between the plate thickness and the work done by external forces. Adaba and Ibrahim [16]
concluded that increasing the thickness of the front sheet results in decreasing the defor-
mation of the back sheet. Increasing the plate thickness increases the sandwich panel’s
stiffness, making the sandwich panel more resistant to deformation and external work
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caused by impact loading. This is also exhibited in Figure 19. In addition to the reduction in
displacement, similar behavior is also exhibited for damage development and illustrated in
Figure 18. Although other researchers revealed that the tubular core mitigated the impulse
load effectively by plastic deformation of the core tubes [13], less energy was dissipated in
plastic deformation of the tubular core compared to other core shapes as seen in Figure 20.
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3.2.3. Core-to-Core Spacing

The results revealed that most of the tearing of the faceplate occurred to the sandwich
panel with a core-to-core spacing distance of 112.5 mm, while no fracture failure to the
faceplate occurred for the sandwich panels with core spacing gaps of 75 mm. As illustrated
in Figure 21, the reason could be the support provided by the core structure at the center of
the sandwich panel, which dissipates the impact energy [28]. In addition, one test run of
a honeycomb sandwich panel with a core spacing gap of 150 mm recorded a tearing to the
faceplate. This could be explained as the tearing occurred due to the large spacing gaps
causing less support to the faceplate. This is also revealed by the damage development
seen in Figure 22.
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Furthermore, the correlation test showed a very weak correlation between the spacing
gaps between the core shapes and all of the strain energy, the external work done, and
the sandwich panel displacement with a Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.159, 0.181,
and 0.103, respectively. However, the results in Figure 12 showed that the amplitude of
the external work done slightly increased with the increase in the spacing gaps between
the core shapes. The reason for the increase in the external work might be the decrease in
the sandwich panel stiffness caused by having more core structures providing support to
the plates. Similarly, as shown in Figure 13, the sandwich panel displacement increased
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with the increase in the spacing gaps between the core shapes for the honeycomb and
mushroom sandwich panels. While the displacement increased with the increase in the
spacing distance for tubular sandwich panels with only plate thicknesses of 5 mm.

3.3. Regression Analysis

The numerical models’ responses were statistically studied using the response surface
design available in Minitab® 20.2. The response surface methodology uses mathematical
and statistical techniques to create and refine models that provide a better understanding
of the responses and the level of change caused by varying the input variables. The re-
sponse surface utilizes quadratic terms, which cover the non-linearity in the responses [29].
Regression equations were created for the three responses under study and are provided
in Equations (7)–(15). The regression model for the sandwich panel displacement had an
R-Squared value of 98.80% and an R-Squared adjusted value of 97.92%, indicating that the
regression model is strong. Similarly, the regression model of the external work done was
strong as it has an R-Squared value of 99.98% and an R-Squared adjusted value of 99.97%.
Additionally, the created regression model for the elastic strain energy was a strong model
with an R-Squared value of 89.13% and an R-Squared adjusted value of 81.15%.

UHoneycomb =0.3471 − 0.04800 P + 0.000243 D + 0.002362 P2 + 0.000000 D2 − 0.000030 P D (7)

UMushroom =0.3358 − 0.04703 P + 0.000198 D + 0.002362 P2 + 0.000000 D2 − 0.000030 P D (8)

UTubular =0.3336 − 0.04725 P + 0.000143 D + 0.002362 P2 + 0.000000 D2 − 0.000030 P D (9)

SHoneycomb =2344 + 2967 P + 89.3 D − 154.7 P2 − 0.373 D2 − 0.64 P D (10)

SMushroom =−661 + 3114 P + 93.1 D − 154.7 P2 − 0.373 D2 − 0.64 P D (11)

STubular =−1210 + 3081 P + 93.7 D − 154.7 P2 − 0.373 D2 − 0.64 P D (12)

WHoneycomb =1, 593, 429 − 173, 113 P + 2090 D + 6185 P2 − 5.509 D2 − 29.48 P D (13)

WMushroom =1, 590, 112 − 169, 512 P + 1942 D + 6185 P2 − 5.509 D ∗ D − 29.48 P ∗ D (14)

WTubular =1, 593, 751 − 169, 001 P + 1832 D + 6185 P2 − 5.509 D ∗ D − 29.48 P ∗ D (15)

where U is the sandwich panel displacement, S is the elastic strain energy, W is the work
done by external forces, P is the plate thickness, and D is the spacing distance between the
center of the core shapes.

The main effect plots will be used to determine the relative impact of each of the inputs
on the response variable by plotting the mean of each response value at each level of design
parameter. This will allow us to examine the difference between the level means for one
or more factors. The main effect plot in Figure 23 and the simulation results in Figure 24
shows that the sandwich panel displacement increases with the increase in the spacing
gaps between the core shapes and increases with the decrease in the plate thickness. More
gaps between the core shapes result in reducing the support and the energy dissipation by
the core structure [28]. However, the effect of the spacing gaps between the core shapes
and core shapes is not as significant as the plate thickness. Increasing the plate thickness
results in increasing the stiffness of the sandwich panel, which makes it more resistant to
deformation. The thicker the front sheet, the lower the deformation of the back sheet [16].
In addition, the core structure shape affects the sandwich panel displacement, where the
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lowest displacements are achieved by sandwich panels with tubular core shapes followed
by mushroom and honeycomb core shapes, respectively.
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Figure 24. The simulation results of the mean of the sandwich panel displacement.

Moreover, the main effect plot for the work done by external forces is shown in
Figure 25. The plot showed that the plate thickness significantly affected the external
work done. The external work done significantly decreased with the increase in the plate
thickness. The reason might be the increase in the stiffness caused by the increase in the
plate thickness. In addition, increasing the spacing distances between the core shapes
increased slightly the external work done. In contrast, the core shapes have a minor effect
on the external work done.
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Furthermore, the elastic strain energy was significantly affected by the plate thickness
and the core structure shape. Cheng et al. [13] stated that having a rigid and stiff core
structure results in having a lower energy absorption core. As shown in Figure 26, the
increase in the plate thickness significantly increased the strain energy. In addition, the
strain energy significantly increased with the honeycomb core shape compared to the
mushroom and tubular core shapes. Moreover, the main effect plot in Figure 26 showed
that the highest strain energy values are achieved with the core spacing distances of
112.5 mm.
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The regression model given by Equations (7)–(15) was optimized with respect to the
various response variables. As seen from Figure 27, the optimal process parameters when
minimizing the displacement are represented by a plate thickness of 10 mm, core–core
spacing of 150 mm and a tubular core shape. In case of minimizing the external work,
the optimal process parameters are represented by a plate thickness of 10 mm, core–core
spacing of 75 mm and a hexagonal core shape. The plastic dissipation is maximized through
the same combination, but a thinner plate thickness of 5 mm and elastic strain energy is
maximized at a plate thickness of 9.34 mm, core–core spacing of 111 and a honeycomb
core shape.
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In case of a multi-criteria optimization is used, the optimal setting is a plate thickness
of 8.3 mm, core–core spacing of 88.6 mm, and a honeycomb structure (Figure 28).
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4. Conclusions

This paper numerically investigated the performance of different sandwich panel
design parameters in mitigating the blast loading impact. Based on the surveyed literature,
three designs were proposed for the sandwich panel core shapes: hexagonal honeycomb,
mushroom, and tubular. Results showed that the sandwich panels with tubular core shapes
outperformed the mushroom and the honeycomb core shapes reducing plastic deformation
and recording no major ductile failure and tearing. Most of the energy was dissipated
as kinetic energy. In addition, the honeycomb sandwich panels showed internal energy
dissipated as elastic, plastic, and damage compared to the mushroom and tubular core
shapes. This could be explained by the tubular sandwich panels being stiffer than the other
two core shapes reducing deformation and dissipating more energy as kinetic energy. In
addition, the statistical results revealed a strong negative correlation between the plate
thickness and both the sandwich panel displacement, and the external work done, which
might be explained by the increase in the sandwich panel stiffness caused by the increase
in the plate thickness. Moreover, the spacing between the core shapes has a minor effect
on the sandwich panel displacement and the external work done compared to the effect
caused by varying the sandwich panel’s plate thickness. The results showed that increasing
the spacing in the core results in minorly increasing the sandwich panel displacement and
the external work done by the impact load on the sandwich panel, which is explained by
the decrease in the support provided by core shapes to the sandwich panel plates.

The regression analysis was applied to the numerical responses, and the results
revealed that the plate thickness is the most influential factor that decreases the sandwich
panel displacement and the external work done and increases the elastic strain energy. In
addition, the core structure shape affects the internal energy but is not as significant as
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plate thickness and has a mild and a low effect on the sandwich panel displacement and
the external work done, respectively. Moreover, the regression analysis showed that the
spacing gaps between the core shapes factor have a minor effect on the sandwich panel
displacement and the external work done. Additionally, the spacing gaps factor has a mild
effect on the elastic strain energy, especially when it has a value of 112.5 mm. Results reveal
that plate thickness is the main contributor to achieving the best blast mitigation results;
however, this would negatively affect the weight of the sandwich structure. Despite the
extensive research investigating new core shapes, results reveal that the contribution of
varying shapes compared to other factors is minimal. Research should be focused on other
means for enhancing blast resistance without determining the advantages of the sandwich
panel from being lightweight and cost-effective.
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